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Accurate reconstructions of the Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS) are important for evaluating
past, present, and future sea-level change. Insight into future changes of the AIS and its
tolerances to various climate variables can come from investigation of its past behavior. During
the last glacial maximum (LGM), ice grounded in the Ross Sea, reaching close to the continental
shelf edge. One hypothesis is that this event was caused largely by changing sea level that led to
widespread grounding of floating portions of the ice sheet. This grounding buttressed the
inflowing East Antarctic outlet glaciers and caused thickening on the lower reaches of these
glaciers; interior ice remained the same or even thinned because of reduced accumulation. The
Holocene was characterized by rapid recession of marine portions and possible thickening of
interior ice and growth of local glaciers in response to accumulation increase. In contrast, an
alternate hypothesis is that expansion of grounded Ross Sea ice was due to growth of local
glaciers and East Antarctic outlets. These glaciers are thought to have receded to their present

positions in the Holocene despite relatively high accumulation. These hypotheses have very
different implications for the future of the ice sheet under global warming.
Koettlitz Glacier, a large local glacier, flows from the Royal Society Range into
McMurdo Sound (78°S, 163°E) and is ideal for testing these two hypotheses. Competing
hypotheses as to how this glacier behaved during the LGM range from minor recession to
significant expansion. Today, Koettlitz Glacier blocks the mouth of ice-free Pyramid Trough.
However, based on surficial mapping, I infer that grounded Ross Sea ice blocked the valley
mouth at the LGM. Radiocarbon dates of subfossil lacustrine algae from a lake dammed in
Pyramid Trough by the Ross Sea ice date to 11-23 ka, suggesting the ice dam existed throughout
that time period. The stratigraphic position and geometry of moraines indicates that Koettlitz
Glacier was smaller at the LGM than it is at present. A single radiocarbon age suggests Koettlitz
Glacier has advanced within the last 3 ka. Altogether, existing data suggest that Koettlitz Glacier,
and by inference other local glaciers in the region, retreated during the LGM and advanced in the
Holocene, probably because of fluctuations in accumulation. My work favors the first hypothesis
of growth of local glaciers and at least terrestrial portions of the ice sheet during times of high
accumulation, which correspond to warm periods in the Antarctic. In contrast, marine-based
areas of the ice sheet, such as in the Ross Sea, appear to have advanced during the LGM and
retreated in the Holocene, likely in response to changing sea level. This bimodal response of the
ice sheet to climate change has implications for future ice-sheet behavior and implies that the
future of the ice sheet will depend on the interaction between accumulation-caused thickening
and retreat due to marine instabilities.
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INTRODUCTION
Introduction
The behavior of the Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS) under a warming climate is one of the
greatest uncertainties for global sea-level predictions (IPCC, 2013). Current studies show that the
ice sheet contains ~58 m of sea-level equivalence (Fretwell et al., 2013). Therefore, insight into
its contribution to sea-level rise during the current and projected warming is of major concern.
Past ice-sheet behavior during times of rapid climate change can give insight into how it may
react to future warming. Moreover, ice-sheet reconstructions afford benchmarks for validating
numerical models necessary to make realistic predictions of changes of future ice configuration
and sea-level contribution.
Here, I focus on the behavior of the AIS and a local glacier during the maximum and
termination of the last glaciation. The AIS consists of the marine-based West Antarctic Ice Sheet
(WAIS) and the primarily terrestrial-based East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS), which hold 5 m and
53 m of sea level rise equivalence, respectively (Figure 1) (Fretwell et al., 2013). Although the
EAIS is thought to be relatively stable throughout the Quaternary, the WAIS may be unstable
given that much of the ice sheet is grounded below sea level, and its bed becomes deeper inland
(Hughes, 1973; Mercer, 1978; Weertman, 1974, 1976). Recent glaciological observations in the
Amundsen Sea sector indicate ongoing ice-sheet thinning, grounding-line retreat, and accelerated
ice flow (Helm et al., 2014; Joughin et al., 2014; Mouginot et al., 2014), as a result of warm
circumpolar deep water circulating to the grounding lines. This could lead to collapse of a large
portion of the WAIS (Feldmann and Levermann, 2015) and sea-level rise of >1 m (DeConto and
Pollard, 2016). Another cause of concern for the WAIS, is the health and stability of the fringing
ice shelves that buttress the grounded portions of the ice sheet. Mercer (1978) stated that the
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WAIS can exist only so long as its ice shelves remain intact. He predicted that warming climate
would lead to the loss of these ice shelves from north to south, ending in the breakup of the Ross
Ice Shelf, and ultimately the demise of the WAIS. Over the past few decades, there has been an
increase in the collapse of ice shelves along the Antarctic Peninsula (Cook & Vaughan, 2010; De
Angelis & Skvarca, 2003; Scambos et al., 2004; Skvarca et al., 2004), possibly indicating that
the first steps of Mercer’s (1978) scenario of collapse are underway.

Figure 1. Antarctic reference map.Base image from the Polar Geospatial Center Antarctic Imagery Viewer.
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Background
Grounded marine ice from both the WAIS and EAIS occupied the Ross Sea Embayment
during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), reaching close to the continental shelf edge (Figure
2) (Anderson et al., 2014; Bentley et al., 2014; Conway et al., 1999; Hall et al., 2013). Marine
evidence for this expansion includes multi-beam swath bathymetry data that identify a suite of
sub-glacial, ice- marginal, and pro-glacial geomorphic features (Greenwood et al., 2012;
Halberstadt et al., 2016; Shipp et al., 1999; Wellner et al., 2001), and shallow sediment cores that
record the deglacial transition from sub-glacial to sub-ice shelf to open marine conditions
(Domack et al., 1999; Licht et al., 1996; McKay et al., 2016; Prothro et al., 2018). Terrestrial
data for past expansion include erratic clasts perched at high elevations on nunataks (Ackert et
al., 2007; Jones et al., 2015; Stone et al., 2003) and unweathered glacial sediments above present
outlet-glacier margins (Bromley et al., 2012; Bromley et al., 2010; Hall et al., 2016; Joy et al.,
2014; King et al., 2020; Spector et al., 2017; Todd et al., 2010) and along coastal ice-free areas
(Denton and Marchant, 2000; Hall and Denton, 2000; Hall et al., 2000, 2015). A traditional
hypothesis is that this event was caused largely by changing sea level that led to grounding of
floating portions of West Antarctic ice streams and East Antarctic outlet glaciers (Denton and
Hughes, 2000). This grounding buttressed the inflowing ice and caused thickening on the lower
reaches of these glaciers, while interior ice remained the same or even thinned because of
reduced accumulation (Petit et al., 1999). Following deglaciation of the Ross Embayment during
the Holocene, some data suggest thickening of interior ice and growth of local glaciers in
response to an increase in accumulation during the Holocene (Hall et al., 2015). However, an
alternative hypothesis that has gained traction is that expanded local glaciers and EAIS outlet
glaciers were major contributors to Ross Sea ice at the LGM (Wilson, 2000; Anderson et al.,
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2017; Lee et al., 2017) These glaciers are thought to have receded to their present positions in the
Holocene due to warming temperatures.
These two hypotheses present very different views of the behavior of the Antarctic ice
sheet. The first implies that marine areas are controlled by sea-level changes (or possibly ocean
temperatures) and fluctuate in concert with global sea level driven largely by northern
hemisphere ice sheets. Interior regions react largely to accumulation changes which rise when it
warms and drop in glacial periods. The second implies that the Antarctic ice sheet reacts much
the same as any other glacier, advancing during glacial periods and retreating when climate
warms.

Figure 2. Ross Sea region reference maps. A) The Ross Embayment with Royal Society Range labeled. B) McMurdo
Sound, showing location of Koettlitz Glacier. Base image from the Polar Geospatial Center Antarctic Imagery Viewer.
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Figure 3. The Ross Embayment during the LGM. This is a reconstruction from Denton and Hughes (2000) of the extent
and elevation of the ice sheet during the LGM, based largely on glacial geologic evidence.These two views can be
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tested in the McMurdo Sound region of the western Ross Sea Embayment. In the McMurdo
Sound region, past ice-flow directions and the timing of glacial retreat have been inferred from
marine and terrestrial geological evidence and have produced conflicting interpretations that
mirror the two hypotheses presented above (Figure 4). One view is that grounded Ross Sea ice
generally flowed north towards the edge of the continental shelf, but at its western margin it
flowed westward into McMurdo Sound, where it deposited a prominent drift sheet along the
headlands of the Royal Society Range (Stuiver et al., 1981; Denton and Marchant, 2000). During
this time, local glaciers are thought to have retreated due to a reduction in accumulation (Stuiver
et al., 1981; Jackson et al., 2018). A competing hypothesis is that local glaciers, particularly
Koettlitz Glacier, expanded and flowed north through McMurdo Sound (Anderson et al., 2017;
Wilson, 2000), It, along with nearby East Antarctic outlets, were major contributors to ice in the
Ross Sea at the LGM (Lee et al., 2017). These glaciers are thought to have retreated in the
Holocene. The two hypotheses present different scenarios for behavior of the East Antarctic Ice
Sheet and local glaciers during past and future climate variations.
Goals and Objectives
The overarching goal of this research is to develop insights into the behavior of the AIS
and local glaciers during the great warming of Termination I in Antarctica (12oC in Antarctica,
Cuffey et al., 2016). My particular goal is to study the interactions between the local Koettlitz
Glacier and grounded ice in McMurdo Sound and to establish the evolution of ice in Pyramid
Valley at and since the LGM, as well as during select earlier periods (Figure 5).

6

Figure 4. Presentation of competing hypotheses for grounded ice in the western Ross Sea region. The arrows denote iceflow reconstructions for southern McMurdo Sound during the LGM. A) Blue arrows denote ice flow lines reflecting
grounded Ross Sea ice. B) Red arrows denote ice flow consistent with the hypothesis that local glaciers (e.g., Koettlitz)
expanded and advanced during the LGM.
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This information will be used in conjunction with other data to infer the ice-flow and glaciation
history of southern McMurdo Sound and to aid in evaluating the Antarctic Ice Sheet’s
contribution to deglacial sea-level rise. Moreover, understanding how the ice sheet responded to
Termination I, the last period of rapid, large-scale warming in Earth’s history, could provide
clues as to how it might respond to current and future periods of warming.
I will address these goals with the following two objectives:
1. Determine the extent and fluctuations of Koettlitz Glacier and any adjacent grounded
Ross Sea ice in southern McMurdo Sound in the Pyramid Trough region and, by doing
so, determine the relative importance of these ice masses in producing grounded ice in
McMurdo Sound.
2. Use radiocarbon and surface exposure dating to produce a chronology of changes in
glacier extent which can then be compared to potential drivers of ice-sheet variations.

Introduction to Field Site
McMurdo Sound (78o S, 165o E) is bordered by the Royal Society Range and McMurdo
Dry Valleys in the west, Ross Island in the east and Minna Bluff, Mount Discovery, and Mount
Morning in the south (Figure 6). The McMurdo Ice Shelf, an extension of the Ross Ice Shelf,
enters McMurdo Sound between Black Island, White Island, and Minna Bluff, and then flows
northwestward between Black Island and Brown Peninsula towards the modern calving front
near the Daley Islands. The ice-free areas here are caused by the topographic prominence of the
Royal Society Range that prevents the EAIS from flowing directly into McMurdo Sound. In
addition, southerly adiabatic winds descending over Mount Morning, Mount Discovery, and
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Minna Bluff create a regional ablation zone that prevents the accumulation of glacial ice (Denton
and Marchant, 2000; Glasser et al., 2014).

Figure 5. Field area reference map showing Koettlitz Glacier, Walcott Bay, and McMurdo Ice Shelf. Blue box is drawn
around the field site (Figure 6). Base image from the Polar Geospatial Center Antarctic Imagery Viewer.
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Koettlitz Glacier (78 16’S, 163 30’E), a large marine-terminating alpine glacier fed by
local icefields between Mount Morning and the Royal Society Range, flows north to McMurdo
Sound, where it abuts the McMurdo Ice Shelf. The glacier wraps around half of The Bulwark, a
large bedrock knob located between the glacier and Pyramid Trough, a south-north oriented
valley. Presently, Trough Lake occupies the north end of Pyramid Trough, where it is dammed
by Koettlitz Glacier and extends ~ 2.5 km along the valley floor. Excess water from the lake
flows north around the margin of Koettlitz Glacier to form the headwaters of the Alph River.
This field area is ideal for testing hypotheses concerning the origin of grounded ice in McMurdo
Sound during the last glaciation. If Koettlitz Glacier expanded to fill McMurdo Sound and
contribute significantly to ice in the Ross Sea during the LGM, it also must have filled Pyramid
Trough, which is now ice free. If, in contrast, Koettlitz Glacier were similar to or even smaller
than its present size at the LGM, then the valley should have remained ice-free.

METHODS
A surficial geomorphologic map and associated deposit descriptions afford the basis for this
study. Prior to fieldwork, I examined satellite imagery and created preliminary maps. These
maps were checked in field traverses. Field mapping included noting the extent, elevation,
composition, and morphology of surficial deposits. I also examined the lithology of the different
drift units, as well as relative weathering differences, including the degree of staining, pitting,
and exfoliation of rock surfaces. Following the field season, I used Adobe Illustrator and QGIS
to digitize the field map to create a glacial geomorphic map of the Bulwark and Pyramid Trough.
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Figure 6. Satellite image of field site with relevant locations labeled. Base image from Polar Geospatial Center.
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Radiocarbon Dating
To develop a chronology for deposits in Pyramid Trough, I excavated and collected 33
ancient cyanobacteria (“algae”) samples from glaciolacustrine sediments. The geographic
position of each sample was determined using a handheld GPS with estimated accuracy of ±5 m.
After collection, the algae were air-dried, separated from sand using tweezers, and sealed in
plastic vials. Samples were sent to the National Ocean Sciences Accelerator Mass Spectrometry
(NOSAMS) Laboratory at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution where they were subjected to
standard acid-base-acid pretreatment before being converted to graphite and pressed into targets
for the accelerator. I converted radiocarbon dates to calendar years in CALIB 7.10 using the
INTCAL13 calibration curve (Reimer et al., 2013). All dates presented in the text are in calendar
ages with a 1 sigma error.
Surface Exposure Dating
Rocks at the earth’s surface are exposed to high-energy particles generated in outer space,
referred to as cosmic rays. These particles bombard the oxygen and silicon atoms that constitute
quartz (SiO2). This causes spallation reactions and results in the formation of the cosmogenic
radionuclide 10Be in a reaction that occurs at a known rate. Thus, by measuring the concentration
of 10Be, one can calculate the time since first exposure to cosmic rays. Boulders that are
deposited by a glacier are assumed to begin their accumulation of 10Be at the time of deposition.
Intense erosion associated with glacial transport is thought to remove any nuclides prior to
exposure. However, this doesn’t always happen in the Antarctic, because the glaciers are coldbased and non-erosive (Morgan et al., 2011). Thus, some rocks have inherited 10Be from
previous periods of exposure and, as a result, their concentrations can lead to an overestimate of
the age of the last glacial event. Rocks with prior exposure commonly can be identified in the
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field by their degree of weathering but also become apparent after data collection, where results
may appear as anomalously old outliers in the data set.
To develop a chronology for drifts in the field area, I collected samples from large, stable
boulders embedded in moraine crests or perched on other boulders or bedrock at the thin edge of
drift limits. Boulders that were at risk of having been disturbed from steep slopes, fluvial
channels, former lakes, or that appeared older than surrounding rocks were not selected. Rocks
that were exfoliated, pitted, disintegrated, fractured or otherwise strongly altered were avoided
except for the oldest samples, where such a degree of weathering was anticipated and
unavoidable. Samples that had glacial polish were preferred, as that indicates minimal erosion.
I recorded the geographic location and elevation of each sample using a handheld GPS,
as well as a Kestrel barometric altimeter calibrated twice daily at a fixed location. A clinometer
was used to record topographic shielding. Samples were extracted using a hammer and chisel.
The depth of a sample was kept to a maximum of 4 cm if possible, to obtain the most accurate
beryllium ratios. Rock samples in excess of 4 cm thick or that had other unwanted portions, such
as edges, were marked at the time of collection and sawn in the lab.
Beryllium-10 samples were processed at the University of Maine Cosmogenic Isotope
Laboratory according to standard procedures (Appendix A). Quartz was isolated using a weak
HF:HNO3 etch and tested for purity with in-house ICP-OES. Following dissolution in
concentrated HF, the samples were subjected to a series of column separations to remove
unwanted elements. The beryllium was precipitated as hydroxide, combusted, mixed with
niobium, and packed into targets for the accelerator at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
I calculated exposure-ages using the former CRONUS-Earth online exposure-age calculator v. 3
(Balco et al., 2008), the “New Zealand” production rate (Putnam et al., 2010), and Lal
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(1991)/Stone (2000) scaling. The New Zealand rate was chosen due to it being the
geographically closest calibration site to the field area.

RESULTS
At least eight drift sheets exposed on the Bulwark and in Pyramid Trough delineate
previous glacier margins (Fig. 7). These drift sheets relate both to expansions of Koettlitz Glacier
and of grounded Ross Sea ice from McMurdo Sound and are described here in order of relative
distance from the present glacier.
Koettlitz I Drift
Koettlitz I (KI) drift is forming adjacent to Koettlitz Glacier today. The drift parallels the
glacier and extends outward ~100m from the present-day margin. This deposit consists primarily
of very large (≤ 8 m relief) thrust moraines, ice-cored in places, and less common small (< 2 m
relief) boulder-belt moraines, none of which are very continuous. The unweathered to lightlyweathered deposit is for the most part poorly sorted, with angular clasts, although glacially
molded and striated stones are present. This drift consists mainly of granite, with lesser amounts
of basalt, metaquartzite, green schist, and slate clasts. There are also large (2-3 m high) blocks
of lithified, stratified basaltic gravel and silt and sand with drop stones present.
A pair of thrust moraines (~2-4 m high) occurs where Koettlitz Glacier enters Trough
Lake (Fig. 7). The outer of the two is constructed from slightly dipping sand layers that contain
layers of algae, a sample of which yielded a date of 3400 ± 20 yrs BP (Table 1).
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Figure 7. Map of Pyramid Trough and the Bulwark. Surficial geological map is based on field observation, using satellite
imagery from the Polar Geospatial Center.
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Koettlitz IA Drift
Koettlitz IA (KIA) drift extends for ~1 km along the lower reaches of Koettlitz Glacier
and reaches as much as 90 m beyond the KI limit (Fig. 7,8). At its farthest point up-glacier, KIA
cuts obliquely beneath KI moraines. The drift forms broad, flat-crested moraines with about 4-6
m of relief. Clasts are set into the surface, which is lightly to moderately weathered with a slight
rusty orange color. The sediments consist primarily of granite (both pink and white), with gneiss,
green schist, dolerite, and a very small amount of basalt gravel.
Ross Sea Drift
A continuous drift sheet extends from the mouth of Pyramid Trough southward four
kilometers. Based on physical characteristics, as well as on continuity with deposits of known
age and origin farther north (Stuiver et al., 1981; Denton and Marchant, 2000; Hall et al., 2000;
Jackson et al., 2018), I correlate this deposit with Ross Sea drift and refer to it as such hereafter.
Ross Sea drift reaches ~290 m elevation where it enters the northwest corner of the field
area from the Walcott Bay region (Figure 21). On the opposite valley wall on the north end of
the Bulwark, the drift extends to 275 m elevation. In both locations, a drift edge with rare
discontinuous, small moraines marks the limit. The limit of Ross Sea drift descends in elevation
to the south in Pyramid Trough, where the deposit covers most of the valley floor. Moraines at
the north end of the Bulwark extend obliquely beneath the KI and KIA deposits and, based on
the angle, presumably lie beneath present-day Koettlitz Glacier.
Most moraines associated with Ross Sea drift are thin, sharp-crested, and have about 0.52 m relief. Higher (~8-15 m relief), broader moraines and ice-contact terraces occur adjacent to
Trough Lake and rarely farther west on the valley floor. These latter features are covered in
places by mounds. A prominent, laterally continuous (1.4 km) kame terrace slopes from 176 m
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elevation at the north end of the Bulwark to 104 m elevation 1.4 km to the south where it
terminates in a delta.
There are two groups of Ross Sea drift moraines on the north end of the Bulwark, one
that extends to ~250 m elevation and a second, higher group from ~250-275 m elevation. These
moraines are largely parallel, but the higher-elevation group appears distinctly more weathered
and the morphology is less sharp. Although I include these deposits with Ross Sea drift, I cannot
exclude the possibility that they may be an older deposit.
A sheet of mounds (0.5-5 m of relief) and sharp cross-valley, valley-parallel, and oblique
ridges associated with Ross Sea drift covers most of the floor of Pyramid Trough. Both mounds
and ridges consist of horizontally stratified sand, gravel, and silt covered by mostly angular
boulders and other coarse debris. Layers of lacustrine algae commonly are interbedded within the
stratified sediments.
Ross Sea drift is lithologically distinct from the local metasedimentary bedrock in that it
also contains abundant granite, dolerite, and basalt erratics. Some mounds consist of 100% basalt
clasts. This drift shows very little weathering.
I dated 19 samples of algae (Table 1) from the kame terrace and from the sheet of
mounds and ridges on the valley floor. Dates range from 3.2 to 23.0 ka and fall into two main
groups. ~10-23 ka and ~3-4 ka. The sample from the kame terrace (104 m elevation) yields an
age of 20.3 ± 0.2 ka (OS-140254). Dates from mounds range from 3.2 to 23 ka, whereas those
from ridges are 7.6 to 21.9 ka. The youngest group consists of samples within small mounds and
under boulders within a few meters elevation of present-day Trough Lake.
In addition to the radiocarbon chronology, three perched small boulders from the lower
set of Ross Sea drift moraines on the north side of the Bulwark yielded 10Be exposure ages of
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17.1-40.8 ka (Table 2; Fig 11). Three perched small boulders from the upper set of moraines
produced 10Be ages of 14.3 ka, 33.7 ka, and 875.1 ka (Table 2; Fig, 9).

Figure 8. Photographs of KI and Ross Sea drifts on the Bulwark and Pyramid Trough. A) KI moraines with ~ 4 m relief
with view to the north. Koettlitz Glacier is flowing into the background. B) Ross Sea drift moraines (~0.5 m relief) with
view to the northwest toward Walcott Glacier in the background. C) Pyramid Trough with view to the north through the
valley towards Trough Lake. Koettlitz Glacier is in the background. D) Kame terrace descending into Pyramid Trough
from the north side of the Bulwark. The position of the ice margin when the kame terrace was formed is outlined in red.
Koettlitz Glacier is flowing from right to left in the background.
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Table 1. Dated Samples from Pyramid Trough. Calendar age errors are 1 sigma. Probabilities less than 10% are not shown.
No.

1
2

Lab
Latitude
Number
Young Conveyor Deposits
OS-140654
-78.28519
OS-140240
-78.27651

Longitude

Elevation
(m)

Landform

δ13C

Radiocarbon
age (yr BP)

Calendar age
(yr BP)

Probability

163.46190
163.44131

85
81

Ridge
Mound

-4.35
-2.45

3000 ± 20
3200 ± 20

3200 ± 30
3400 ± 20
3500 ± 10
4100 ± 20
4200 ± 10
4150 ± 10

0.89
0.67
0.33
0.45
0.30
0.23

3

OS-140247

-78.28511

163.46391

85

Mound

-11.28

3800 ± 20

4

KI Moraine
OS-140764

-78.26738

163.52769

82

Thrust Moraine

-3.41

3400 ± 20

3600 ± 20
3600 ± 10

0.86
0.14

5

Ross Sea Drift
OS-152518

-78.29283

163.44331

82

Ridge

-12.27

6700 ± 35

6
7
8

OS-152521
OS-140253
OS-152520

-78.28026
-78.29278
-78.29393

163.43459
163.43872
163.43110

85
83
93

Ridge
Ridge
Mound

-0.52
-7.58
-9.12

9100 ±45
9200 ± 45
9300 ± 55

9

OS-152522

-78.28021

163.42990

82

Mound

-16.57

9500 ± 50

10
11
12
13
14
15

OS-140232
OS-140726
OS-140656
OS-152475
OS-152519
OS-152517

-78.28967
-78.29462
-78.2906
-78.29278
-78.29336
-78.29356

163.48434
163.42644
163.47961
163.43967
163.43182
163.43987

92
100
80
88
97
87

Mound
Ridge
Mound
Ridge
Ridge
Ridge

-5.36
-3.17
-11.18
-9.16
-9.9
-9.39

9900 ± 50
9800 ± 70
9900 ± 30
9900 ± 50
9900 ± 55
11,400 ± 90

7600 ± 20
7500 ± 10
10,200 ± 20
10,300 ± 70
10,500 ± 60
10,600 ± 10
10,400 ± 10
10,700 ± 60
11,000 ± 20
11,000 ± 30
11,200 ± 40
11,200 ± 60
11,300 ± 40
11,300 ± 50
11,300 ± 80
11,400 ± 90
11,600 ± 40

0.89
0.11
1.00
0.98
0.77
0.12
0.10
0.62
0.19
0.17
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.91
0.67
0.33
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No.
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Lab
Number
OS-140652
OS-140708
OS-152523
OS-140729
OS-140254
OS-152660
OS-140246
OS-152659
Moat Water
OS-140679
OS-140706

Landform

δ13C

163.44579

Elevation
(m)
83

Ridge

-13.88

Radiocarbon
age (yr BP)
10,200 ± 35

-78.28284
-78.27964
-78.29354
-78.27313
-78.27753
-78.28594
-78.27869

163.43260
163.43539
163.43825
163.52930
163.44066
163.46014
163.43987

82
80
85
104
74
63
73

Mound
Mound
Kame Terrace
Mound
Ridge
Mound

-5.69
-6.91
-7.57
-4.99
-5.95
-3.17
-7.83

11,900 ± 90
14,500 ± 110
15,800 ± 150
16,800 ± 130
17,200 ± 110
18,100 ± 150
19,100 ± 140

Calendar age
(yr BP)
11,800 ± 50
11,900 ± 40
13,700 ± 90
17,600 ± 160
19,100 ± 180
20,300 ± 170
20,700 ± 150
21,900 ± 220
23,000 ± 200

-78.28784
-78.28519

163.45354
163.46190

75
58

Water
Water

-17.56
-18.33

5 ± 25
75 ± 20

Modern
Modern

Latitude

Longitude

-78.29404
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Probability
0.55
0.43
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Table 2. Surface exposure ages for Pyramid Trough and the Bulwark.
Sample

Ross Sea Drift
PYR-17-24
PYR-17-26
PYR-17-27
PYR-17-28
PYR-18-57
PYR-18-59
KII Drift
PYR-17-1
PYR-17-5
PYR-18-13
PYR-18-14
PYR-18-15
PYR-18-16A
PYR-18-17
KIII Drift
PYR-17-6
PYR-17-9
PYR-17-10
PYR-17-13
PYR-17-14
PYR-17-25
PYR-17-29
PYR-18-50
Ring Drift
PYR-17-17
PYR-17-18

Latitude

Longitude

Elev.
(m asl)

Thickness
(cm)

Shielding

Boulder
Size
(LxWxH)
(m)

Rock Type

Drift- Feature

Be-10
(atoms/g)

Be-10
err
(atoms/g)

Be-10
exposure age
(ka)

-78.26766
-78.26688
-78.26688
-78.26690
-78.26818
-78.26822

163.59236
163.58220
163.58220
163.58424
163.59439
163.59470

276
245
245
247
279
277

3.89
1.43
2.48
3.27
3.5
2.75

0.999
0.998
0.998
0.999
0.999
0.999

0.4x0.3x0.3
0.2x0.2x0.1
0.2x0.2x0.1
0.2x0.2x0.1
1.3x1.4x3
0.7x0.4x0.6

Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite

Ross Sea Drift
Ross Sea Drift
Ross Sea Drift
Ross Sea Drift
Ross Sea Drift
Ross Sea Drift

223468.74
255260.16
4440038.64
107632.51
214843.87
91907.82

4195.37
4840.36
29468.26
2162.8
4038.28
1863.39

35.3±0.7
40.1±0.8
875.1±7.3
17.3±0.4
33.7±0.6
14.3±0.3

-78.31198
-78.31384
-78.28120
-78.28123
-78.28061
-78.28052
-78.28043

163.55836
163.52451
163.62985
163.63155
163.63226
163.62968
163.62949

518
446
360
360
347
347
350

1.57
1.35
1.5
1.23
0.81
2.63
1.18

0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999

6x2.5x1.8
3x2x1.3
2.1x1.3x0.7
2x1x2
2.3x2.4x0.9
0.2x0.2x0.1
3.0x2.0x1.3

Granite
Pegmatite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite

KII Drift
KII Drift
KII Drift
KII Drift
KII Drift
KII Drift
KII Drift

1660560.39
3356615.39
610221.23
1592098.57
692290.70
583137.10
581839.21

22200.73
46456.94
11605.57
19833.14
11348.52
9974.32
11089.33

212.3±3.0
491.2±7.7
88.1±1.7
237.9±-3.1
101.0±1.7
86.0±1.5
84.5±1.6

-78.33875
-78.33875
-78.33871
-78.33353
-78.33338
-78.26850
-78.31308
-78.26838

163.41574
163.41393
163.41139
163.40582
163.40572
163.58482
163.48584
163.58353

732
743
745
608
610
288
269
290

1.37
2.20
1.46
2.71
0.90
3.39
2.72
1.94

0.999
0.999
0.996
0.995
0.898
0.999
0.994
0.999

6.8x4x0.8
0.7x0.4x0.6
1x0.4
0.7x0.3
0.5x0.3x0.3
0.2x0.2x0.5
3x2x1.3
6x3.5x5.5

Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite

KIII Drift
KIII Drift
KIII Drift
KIII Drift
KIII Drift
KIII Drift
KIII Drift
KIII Drift

13350545.4
10292919.7
1401755.8
1885755.05
614406.68
479895.44
454550.95
804795.71

76436.94
98248.76
18759.72
18530.83
9349.73
7849.99
6930.44
14978.76

2180.1 ±22.6
143.0±19.8
143.0±2.0
226.0±2.3
69.4±1.1
75.3±1.3
72.6±1.1
126.1±2.4

-78.28214
-78.28157

163.39200
163.39255

387
389

1.28
1.35

0.989
0.996

0.8x0.4x0.4
1.2x0.2x0.6

Granitoid
Granite

Ring Drift
Ring Drift

812608.6
1050804

12517.68
19660.33

116.0±1.8
149.9±2.9
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Sample

Latitude

Longitude

Elev.
(m asl)

Thickness
(cm)

Shielding

Rock Type

Drift- Feature

Be-10
(atoms/g)

Be-10
err
(atoms/g)

Be-10
exposure age
(ka)

0.995
0.998
0.998
0.992
0.995
0.993
0.998
0.999
0.999
0.990

Boulder
Size
(LxWxH)
(m)
1.2x1.2x0.5
1.8x1.9x1.3
1.5x0.5x1
2.6x2.2x1.2
3x1x1.5
1.5x1.3x0.5
0.1x0.1x0.1
0.1x0.1x0.1
0.2x0.2x0.1
3.6x1.4x0.6

PYR-17-20
PYR-18-2
PYR-18-3
PYR-18-9A
PYR-18-10
PYR-18-11
PYR-18-24
PYR-18-26
PYR-18-27
PYR-18-39
Bulwark Drift
PYR-18-61
PYR-18-62
PYR-18-63
Bedrock
PYR-18-21

-78.28127
-78.30711
-78.30702
-78.27624
-78.27608
-78.27607
-78.30407
-78.30399
-78.30399
-78.30043

163.39857
163.53879
163.53795
163.56616
163.56558
163.56462
163.56953
163.56999
163.56999
163.50435

351
554
557
433
425
424
610
613
613
414

1.58
1.17
2.34
0.943
1.13
0.984
3.00
4.39
3.36
1.77

Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite
Granite

Ring Drift
Ring Drift
Ring Drift
Ring Drift
Ring Drift
Ring Drift
Ring Drift
Ring Drift
Ring Drift
Ring Drift

870968.29
1184285.62
855803.83
434586.7
772250.62
944660.34
1566357.33
12269447.4
1182162.18
91907.82

16247.83
21977.25
16030.27
8301.95
14868.16
12586.72
29362.4
126619
25280.26
1863.39

128.6±2.5
143.6±2.8
103.5±2.0
58.1±1.3
105.1±2.1
129.7±1.8
185.1±3.6
2400.1±47.5
137.9±3.1
82.7±1.3

-78.29344
-78.28792
-78.28563

163.54451
163.53891
163.54137

579
573
570

1.81
2.37
2.79

0.999
0.999
0.999

1.8x0.8x1.5
6x4x4
3x2.2x1.1

Granite
Granite
Granite

Bulwark Drift
Bulwark Drift
Bulwark Drift

2682785.79
3406159.56
3206312.4

41520.34
38902.78
33465.78

334.7±5.6
440.1±5.6
414.3±4.8

-78.29668

163.60043

638

0.94

1.000

0.1x0.1x0.1

Granite

Bedrock

7812789.82

133030.9

1094.3±25
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N
Figure 9. Radiocarbon dates at Pyramid Trough. Labels align with the Sample ID in Table 1. Base image is from the Polar Geospatial Center.
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Figure 10. Annotated satellite image of field area. Annotations indicated ages and sample locations.
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Figure 11. Camel plot displaying individual (thin lines) and summed (thick lines) probability distributions for Ross Sea
drift ages. Outlier with age of 875 ka is not shown.

Koettlitz II Drift
Koettlitz II (KII) drift parallels the entire length of Koettlitz Glacier in the field area,
extending as much as 100 m beyond the KI drift limit. This drift is comprised of broad,
commonly flat-crested moraines (2-4 m relief) that descend in elevation from south to north
(from ~518 m to 288 m). Rusty orange clasts with incipient cavernous weathering are set into the
drift surface, which displays scattered large (> 1 m2) boulders. The rocks are mostly granite with
some metasedimentary clasts and basalt. Seven boulders on KII drift yield 10Be ages of 84.5491.2 ka (Table 2; Fig. 12).
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Figure 12. Camel plot displaying individual (thin lines) and summed (thick lines) probability distributions for KII drift
ages.

Koettlitz III Drift
Koettlitz III (KIII) drift is exposed on the lower platform of the Bulwark, where it
extends as much as ~700 m beyond the KII limit. Broad, discontinuous, and widely spaced
moraines mark segments of the limit, which descends from ~ 384 to 352 m from southwest to
northeast. Several other moraines, generally of a more continuous nature, occur inboard of the
limit. KIII drift also forms a medial moraine that descends northward through the gap between
The Bulwark and The Almond, as well as a prominent looped moraine (20 m of relief) in the
southernmost part of Pyramid Trough. Similar to KII drift, this deposit is characterized by large
granite boulders with well-developed orange stain, and cavernous weathering, pitting, and
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exfoliation. Most clasts are granite with a small amount of dolerite and basalt. Eight boulders
from KIII drift yield 10Be ages of 69.4-2180.0 ka (Table 2; Fig 13).

Figure 13. Camel plot displaying individual (thin lines) and summed (thick lines) probability distributions for KIII drift
ages.

Ring Drift
Ring drift encircles the Bulwark, extending from the KIII drift edge to a maximum
elevation of ~613 m overlooking Koettlitz Glacier. The drift descends in elevation both to the
north and to the west, reaching 424 m elevation at the northern tip of the Bulwark and 428 m on
the east side of Pyramid Trough. A similar deposit, also descending in elevation to the north,
occurs on the west side of Pyramid Trough and reaches 390 m elevation above the south end of
Trough Lake. In most locations, particularly where the deposit crosses volcanic cones, the limit
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is marked by a distinct drift edge. On the south side of the Bulwark, a moraine (~3 m of relief)
delineates the former ice margin. We did not find Ring drift beyond KIII drift in the
southernmost end of Pyramid Trough.
Ring drift displays medium to large granite boulders with a light orange stain. The
boulders show signs of pitting, exfoliation, and cavernous weathering. The lithology of this
deposit is mostly granite, with a small amount of dolerite and basalt. Twelve cobbles and
boulders on Ring drift range from 58.1 ka -2.4 ma, with most between ~105-150 ka (Table 2;
Fig. 14).

Figure 14. Camel plot displaying individual (thin lines) and summed (thick lines) probability distributions for Ring drift
ages.
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Figure 15. Important elevations (in meters a.s.l) in the field area. Base image is from Polar Geospatial Center.
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Bulwark Drift
Bulwark drift is located throughout the interior of the Bulwark with a maximum
measured elevation of 584 m. It is a thin, patchy, irregularly distributed deposit with few features
except two extensive moraines (~3-5 m relief) in the center of the drift sheet that descend from
the southeast to the northwest. Although strongly weathered with few upstanding boulders, this
drift is characterized by a few very large granite boulders that show heavy orange stain, pitting,
exfoliation, and cavernous weathering. Three boulders on Bulwark drift yield 10Be ages of
334.7, 414.3, and 440.1 ka (Table 2; Fig. 16).

Figure 16. Camel plot displaying individual (thin lines) and summed (thick lines) probability distributions for Bulwark
drift ages.
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Cone Drift
Cone drift occurs in small patches on top of a volcanic cone on the north side of the
Bulwark and reaches a maximum elevation of ~602 m. This unit is almost entirely granite. The
clasts have heavy orange staining with pitting and exfoliation. There are no large boulders
present.
Volcanic Cones
Five volcanic cones that vary in size, age, and lithology, as well as lava flows, occur
throughout the field area. On the north side of the Bulwark, a well-preserved cone with an intact
crater extends to 601 m elevation. This cone has an age of 1.26 ± 0.04 (Lawrence et al., 2009),
which affords a maximum age for all overlying glacial deposits. A second cone, within the
interior of the Bulwark reaches an elevation of ~540 m. A third cone is located on the east side
of the Bulwark. The fourth volcanic cone is situated on the south side of the Bulwark and has an
intact crater that extends to ~600 m elevation. There are also ripples on this cone. The final
cone, which is the smallest, is ~20 m to the north of Koettlitz Glacier.
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Figure 17. Photographs of the older drifts on the Bulwark. A) Image of a KIA moraine cutting under a KI moraine. View
is to the east with Koettlitz Glacier flowing from right to left in the background. B) Image taken standing on KII drift
(foreground) with view to the northwest across KIII drift. Ring drift is visible crossing the volcanic cone in the
background to the west. C) Image of the Ring drift limit on a volcanic cone. View is to the west from the edge of the KIII
limit. D) The interior valley in the center of the Bulwark, showing the patchy Bulwark drift and adjacent lava flows and
cones. View is to the south. E) Image of KIII moraine on the south side of the Bulwark. View is to the south. F) Image of
boulder on KII drift. View is to the north with Koettlitz Glacier flowing from right to the left in the background.
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DISCUSSION
Interpretation of Surface Exposure Ages
The use of cosmogenic nuclides to date surfaces in Antarctica is commonly challenging,
because many data sets show significant scatter. One of the most widespread problems is
inheritance of nuclides from past episodes of exposure. In temperate regimes, nuclides produced
during prior periods of exposure typically are stripped from the boulders by subsequent glacial
erosion. However, cold-based ice is minimally erosive, and thus the potential for inheritance is
high (Atkins et al., 2002). Further, cold-based ice may not disturb underlying substrate during readvances, meaning that thin drifts of younger boulders are commonly draped over older deposits
(Morgan et al., 2011). If these deposits are of similar age, relatively young, and impossible to
distinguish visually from one another, the mapped drift unit will display significant scatter in
exposure ages related to multiple glacier advances.
These unique characteristics of cold-based ice pose a challenge for cosmogenic exposureage dating, which relies on the assumption that a boulder has experienced a single period of
exposure. In some drift chronologies, boulders with inheritance are easy to reject as obvious
outliers, because they are either significantly older or younger than the remainder of the dataset
(e.g., Balco et al., 2002). This is not always the case, and thus, interpretations of Antarctic
exposure ages commonly rely on the youngest significant population of dates to afford an age for
the deposit, rejecting all other ages as recycled. Such an approach assumes that all rocks have
some degree of prior exposure. Factors that commonly cause apparent ages to be too young, such
as snow cover, exhumation, and erosion, are thought less important in the Antarctic, due to the
wind-swept nature of most sampling locations and very low erosion rates (Schäfer et al., 1999).
With all of these factors in mind, I interpret surface exposure ages in each section below.
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Glacial History
Well-preserved moraines and drift sheets exposed in ice-free areas of Pyramid Trough
and the Bulwark provide evidence for past expansions of Koettlitz Glacier, grounded Ross Sea
Ice, or some combination of the two.
Koettlitz I & Koettlitz IA Drifts
The geometry of the youngest two glacial units, Koettlitz I and Koettlitz IA drifts,
indicates that they were laid down by Koettlitz Glacier during recent expansions. The moraines
within KI drift were formed by the thrusting and faulting of frozen blocks of sediment. Similar
thrust moraines are found elsewhere in the region and can indicate an active or advancing glacier
(Fitzsimmons, 1996). A maximum-limiting radiocarbon date of algae within moraine sediments
indicates that one of the outer thrust moraines is less than 3 ka and thus Koettlitz Glacier has
advanced in the late Holocene. Advance of local alpine glaciers during the present interglacial
also has been documented farther north in the McMurdo Sound region (Denton et al., 1989; Hall
& Denton, 2000; Jackson et al., 2018; Stuiver et al., 1981), where it has been attributed to an
increase in interglacial accumulation (Lemieux-Dudon et al., 2010).
KIA drift is slightly more weathered than KI. It has a restricted extent along the lower
reaches of the glacier, and its moraines extend beneath KI drift farther up glacier. This geometry
suggests that while the lower reaches of the glacier may have been more expansive than at
present, the upper part of the glacier was at least slightly less extensive. Thus, the glacier may
have been configured differently from today. The thickening of the lower portion of the glacier
while the upper reaches remained the same or shrank is a pattern similar to that seen at major
outlet glaciers along the central and southern Transantarctic Mountains at the LGM (Denton et
al., 1989; Bromley et al., 2010, 2012). In those cases (and possibly at Koettlitz Glacier as well),
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grounded Ross Sea ice buttressed the outlet glacier mouths, causing them to thicken, whereas
little change occurred inland near the EAIS plateau.
Ross Sea Drift
Based upon the areal extent and geometry of moraines, continuity with previously
mapped deposits (Allard, 2012; Hall et al., 2000, 2015; Jackson et al., 2018; Koffman, 2013;
Stuiver et al., 1981), relative abundance of basalt, and insignificant amount of weathering, I infer
that the drift sheet that drapes the floor and lower walls of Pyramid Trough is Ross Sea drift
(RSD), a common deposit along the headlands and islands of McMurdo Sound (Stuiver et al.,
1981; Denton and Marchant, 2000). Ross Sea drift reaches ~290 m elevation where it enters the
northwest corner of the field area from the Walcott Bay region. On the opposite valley wall on
the north end of the Bulwark, the drift extends to 275 m elevation. On both valley walls, the limit
of Ross Sea drift descends in elevation to the south in Pyramid Trough, where the deposit covers
most of the valley floor. The areal extent of the drift and the slope of the moraines indicate
southward expansion of an ice lobe from the mouth of Pyramid Trough.
The moraines within RSD are lithologically and morphologically distinct from other
moraines in the field area and do not resemble those being deposited by Koettlitz Glacier today.
In addition, RSD moraines at the Bulwark were deposited with a geometry inconsistent with
Koettlitz Glacier. This configuration, as well as the lithological and morphological differences,
suggest that RSD in my field area was not deposited by Koettlitz Glacier, but rather was laid
down by grounded Ross Sea ice that flowed into McMurdo Sound. Moreover, the fact that the
RSD moraines extend beneath the present glacier suggests that Koettlitz Glacier was smaller
than at present.
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Historically, the interpretation of glacial deposits in valleys that open to McMurdo Sound
was problematic, as the morphology of RSD within the valleys differs from that along the coast
(Hall et al., 2000; Hendy et al., 2000). Along the headlands, RSD commonly terminates in a
prominent moraine or drift edge that can be traced for kilometers. However, such a distinct
morphological limit is absent from the valley floors, which display instead a suite of chaotic
landforms, including mounds, scattered erratics, and cross-valley and transverse ridges, most of
which consist of stratified sediments with lacustrine algae and many of which are draped on
older landforms (Hall et al., 2000, 2006). Based on observations made on present-day Trough
Lake, which is covered with bouldery debris, Hendy et al. (2000) attributed valley-floor deposits
to lake-ice conveyors, which would have operated on proglacial lakes dammed by grounded
Ross Sea ice.
Lake-Ice Conveyor System
Lake-ice conveyors occur on ice-dammed lakes with perennial ice cover. The best-known
modern example of the lake-ice conveyor system exists today at Trough Lake, which has a
perennial floating ice cover that is about five meters thick and a seasonally open area near the
edge called a moat (Hendy et al., 2000). As Koettlitz Glacier calves, icebergs become lodged in
the lake ice. Melting of these icebergs above ice level results in the transfer of glacial debris to
the lake-ice surface. Moreover, the calving causes the lake ice to move forward towards the
moat, where it melts, depositing the sediment. Past measurements of debris on top of the lake ice
suggest that the lake ice moves away from the glacier at ~18 m/yr (Hendy et al., 2000).
Moat deposits generally comprise discontinuous mounds deposited close to former lake
level. These mounds are composed of coarse sands, gravels, and boulders that overlie finegrained lacustrine sediments (Hendy et al., 2000). Other landforms include longitudinal,
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transverse, and oblique ridges formed by lake-ice melt streams and by sediment that falls through
lake-ice cracks (Hall et al., 2006).

Figure 18. Diagram of lake-ice conveyor system. Cross-sectional diagram depicts the lake-ice conveyor system, which
exists in Pyramid Trough today at Trough Lake. From Hendy et al. (2000).

Figure 19. Photograph of Trough Lake. Aerial photograph with view to the east depicts Trough Lake dammed by Koettlitz
Glacier. The lake is 4-6 m thick except at its landward edge, where the moat (light blue ice) melts during the summer.
(Photo- B.L. Hall)
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The deposits on the floor of Pyramid Trough are identical in morphology and
sedimentology to those forming on Trough Lake today, which leads me to believe that they
formed from a conveyor operating on a larger version of Trough Lake. The floor of Pyramid
Trough is covered by a sheet of stratified mounds and ridges that is draped over the subdued
moraines on the valley floor. These deposits commonly contain algae, suggesting a lacustrine
origin. Further evidence for a lake in Pyramid Trough comes from a prominent, laterally
continuous (1.4 km) kame terrace that slopes from 176 m elevation at the north end of the
Bulwark to 104 m elevation 1.4 km to the south where it terminates in a lacustrine delta. One
sample (OS-140254) from this landform dates to 20.3 ka, indicating that a lake existed at 104 m
elevation at that time. The highest elevation conveyor deposit (100 m) has an age of 11,200 ± 60
ka (OS-140276) and gives a minimum estimate of lake level during this time. All higher-thanpresent lake levels require either expanded glacier ice in the valley mouth or a moraine dam that
is no longer present to block the lake outlet.
Lake-ice conveyors have the potential to deposit sediment far beyond the actual ice
margin, which can complicate reconstructions of former glacier extent. Because of this, my
interpretation of the maximum ice extent in Pyramid Trough during the LGM is an estimate.
There are moraines throughout the valley floor as far west as ~100 m; however, they are covered
by conveyor deposits. Therefore, it is uncertain whether all of these ridges are really associated
with RSD or simply buried by it. Some of these moraines can be traced to the RSD limit on the
west valley wall, but others cannot.
Radiocarbon ages afford a chronology for RSD in Pyramid Trough and thus yield
information on the presence of grounded Ross Sea ice in the valley mouth and on the age of
higher levels of Trough Lake. The dates also preclude the presence of glacial ice in the valley
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itself, which must have been occupied by a lake in order for the algae to have lived. Dates of
lacustrine algae within conveyor deposits range from 3.2 to 23.0 ka and fall into two main
groups- ~10-23 ka and ~3-4 ka. The youngest group, comprised of a few samples all within a
few meters elevation of the present lake, cannot be distinguished visually from RSD, but were
deposited after grounded Ross Sea ice had receded from McMurdo Sound, based on the age of
marine fossils (Stuiver et al., 1981; Licht et al., 1996; Kellogg et al., 1997). This lake must have
been dammed by a slightly expanded Koettlitz Glacier or by ice-cored moraine blocking the
current outlet.
The older group of ages ~10-23 ka, relates to higher levels of Trough Lake and thus of an
ice dam that blocked the valley mouth by ~23 ka. A cluster of ages dating to ~10.5-12 ka may
relate to the last period when the glacier and lake held a stable position for several thousand
years.
I also obtained seven surface exposure ages of boulders and cobbles from RSD moraines
on the Bulwark. These range from 14.3- 875.1 ka. I infer that the date of 875.1 ka is affected by
inherited nuclides, because it is significantly older than other boulders; I exclude it from further
consideration. The remaining ages form a bimodal distribution. The younger dates, 14.3 and 17.1
ka, agree with the radiocarbon ages from Pyramid Trough and may afford reasonably accurate
ages for the moraines. If so, these dates imply that ice grew thicker through time at Pyramid
Trough, because the younger age comes from the uppermost RSD moraine and the older, lowerelevation, sample thus must have been at least briefly covered by ice. The older three ages range
from 34-41 ka and lack any consistent pattern. Both populations are from moraines outboard of
the radiocarbon-dated kame terrace, and thus there are no firm independent age constraints to
determine which population of ages is more accurate. Because of the similarity to the dates of
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conveyor deposits, I tentatively infer that the younger dates are more representative of the age of
RSD on the Bulwark.
Koettlitz II & Koettlitz III Drifts
The geometry of Koettlitz II (KII) and Koettlitz III (KIII) drifts parallel to the present ice
indicates that they were deposited by an expanded Koettlitz Glacier. The morphology of the
moraines becomes more distinct towards the present-day ice margin and the degree of cavernous
weathering decreases, suggesting that the drifts become increasingly younger towards the
glacier. Both of these drifts have a drift limit that is delineated by former thrust moraines. This is
typical of deposition by Koettlitz Glacier.
Ring Drift
Ring drift is the most extensive deposit in the field area, covering large areas of the
Bulwark, as well as the walls of Pyramid Trough. However, the deposit is either absent or too
faint to distinguish to the south along Koettlitz Glacier in the valley west of the Almond. The
drift limits descend the both walls of Pyramid Trough and along the east face of the Bulwark at
an angle of ~ 12-15o. The elevation of the drift is highest on the east side of the Bulwark (~613
m) (Figure 21) and drops in elevation to the both to the north (~419 m on the northwest side of
the Bulwark) and to the southwest into a valley between the Bulwark and the Almond (~562 m
elevation). The limit drops from south to north in Pyramid Trough and is slightly lower in
elevation on the west side of Pyramid Trough (~351 m above Trough Lake) than on the east side
(424 m). Based on the extent, geometry, elevation, and slope of this drift unit, I believe that Ring
drift was deposited by a much larger expansion of Koettlitz Glacier flowing through Pyramid
Trough, with the Bulwark occurring as a nunatak during deposition of the drift unit.
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Ring drift represents a significantly larger expansion of Koettlitz Glacier than younger
drifts in the field area. It is also morphologically different from the other drifts, commonly
forming a thin drift edge, rather than a pronounced limit marked by thrust moraines as seen in the
other Koettlitz deposits. Moreover, the drift is well-exposed on the Bulwark and in Pyramid
Trough, but it is apparently absent farther upglacier. One possible explanation of this pattern is
that the glacier expanded significantly along its lower reaches, but experienced only modest
expansion farther upglacier and that this expansion was less extensive than subsequent advances.
The Ring drift limit on the west side of Pyramid Trough above Trough Lake is ~350 m.
Assuming the limit continues to descend to the north, this elevation is consistent with that of
deposits laid down by a MIS 6 Ross Sea advance along the coast of McMurdo Sound in places
such as Marshall Valley (Dagel, 1984; Allard, 2012) and Walcott Bay (Miles, in prep.). I
hypothesize that Koettlitz Glacier was buttressed in McMurdo Sound by grounded Ross Sea ice,
causing a greater thickening of its lower reaches in MIS 6 than during the LGM. This thickening
was great enough to cause Koettlitz ice to flow northward through Pyramid Trough, which it did
not at the LGM.
The exposure ages of the KII, KIII, and Ring drift overlap and show similar distribution;
thus, I group them together for discussion. Exposure ages of the three drift units range from 57.5
ka – 2.18 ma, with most of the dates falling between ~85 ka and ~150 ka. I infer that the clasts
dating to >1 ma likely include substantial inherited nuclides and thus I remove them from
consideration. The bulk of ages, although widely scattered, mostly coincide with MIS 5 and 6,
and thus I infer that these drifts were deposited during that general timeframe. Although
geographically the dates are quite scattered, with rocks of disparate ages occurring in proximity,
the dataset as a whole displays structure, with ages grouping into several peaks defined by 3-4
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boulders (Figure 21). The most prominent of these peaks occur at ~143 ka, 129.5 ka, 103.3 ka,
84.5 ka and 72.8 ka. One interpretation of these age clusters is that the ice repeatedly reached
nearly the same position multiple times, each time leaving a thin scattering of boulders whose
relative age cannot be distinguished visually. If so, these dates at minimum imply that Koettlitz
Glacier reached the Ring drift limit by MIS 6, and then readvanced multiple times subsequently.
The data also may imply that these later advances took place during MIS 5e, 5c, and 5a, although
the dates have to be considered minimum ages, because I cannot accurately account for the
length of any subsequent burial by ice. The MIS 6 age would imply that older portions of Ring
drift are coeval with Marshall drift, which was deposited by grounded Ross Sea ice farther north.

Figure 20. Camel plot displaying individual (thin lines) and summed (thick lines) probability distributions for KII, KIII,
and Ring drift ages.
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MIS 5e, 5c, and 5a are the warmest periods of the last interglacial period. Expansion of
Koettlitz Glacier during these time periods would imply that it advances during warm periods
when precipitation increases in the Antarctic (Simpson, 1934). Although the exact age of the
advances cannot be determined because some of the rocks may have been buried after initial
exposure, advances of Koettlitz Glacier during MIS 5 would be consistent with evidence of
Holocene expansion both of Koettlitz Glacier and of other alpine glaciers in the McMurdo Sound
region (Jackson et al., 2018). Although Koettlitz Glacier is marine-terminating with different
dynamics from the more commonly studied land-terminating alpine glaciers in the region, it
appears to behave similarly.
Bulwark Drift
Bulwark drift has a very patchy distribution, which makes it appear as if parts of it have
been removed by erosion, or that original deposition was discontinuous. The most prominent
moraine within the unit appear to be a medial moraine, which is formed from the intersection of
two ice masses. This moraine slopes to the north, suggesting that it was deposited by an
expanded Koettlitz Glacier that covered much of the Bulwark and flowed through Pyramid
Trough. Indistinct moraines across the valley on Dromedary platform that were not mapped as
part of this study (Hall, unpublished) are likely correlative deposits.
Three exposure ages from Bulwark Drift are 320 ka, 414 ka, and 420 ka. The youngest
sample was from a highly eroded boulder with evidence of spallation and cavernous weathering
and thus is rejected as being too young for that reason. I infer that Bulwark drift dates to ~420
ka, which would place it in the early part of MIS 11. If this date is reasonably accurate, it implies
advance of Koettlitz Glacier during yet another interglacial period. Another option would be that
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the dates represent recession of a thicker MIS 12 Ross Sea ice advance that caused the lower
reaches of Koettlitz Glacier to thicken.
Cone Drift
Cone drift only occurs in a very small patch on top of a volcanic cone overlooking
Trough Lake. Based on weathering, this drift is inferred to be very old, but it must be younger
than the cone on which it lies, which has an age of 1.26 ± 0.04 Ma (Lawrence et al., 2009).

Evidence for Restricted Extent of Koettlitz Glacier at the Last Glacial Maximum
Based upon the areal extent and geometry of moraines, radiocarbon ages, continuity with
previously mapped deposits (Allard, 2012; Hall et al., 2000, 2015; Jackson et al., 2018;
Koffman, 2013; Stuiver et al., 1981), relative abundance of basalt, and insignificant amount of
weathering, the drift sheet that drapes the floor and lower walls of Pyramid Trough is Ross Sea
drift. In general, the maximum elevation of Ross Sea drift decreases from east to west across
McMurdo Sound, from 510 m on eastern Mount Discovery and 490 m on northern Black Island
to ~250-270 m along the coast of the southern Royal Society Range (Christ and Bierman, 2019;
Denton and Marchant, 2000; Hall et al., 2015). This trend in elevation, combined with the
radiocarbon chronology of fossil algae in ice-marginal deposits, suggests that ice flowed from
east to west across McMurdo Sound during the local LGM between 12.3 and 19.6 ka (Christ and
Bierman, 2019; Denton and Marchant, 2000; Hall et al., 2015).
Koettlitz Glacier was likely smaller than at present during the local LGM rather than
larger, as proposed by Wilson (1980). Moraines associated with the youngest drift sheet on the
valley floor, which I infer was deposited by grounded Ross sea ice at 10-23 ka, extend beneath
present-day Koettlitz Glacier. This geometry suggests that Koettlitz Glacier did not expand to
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Fig 21. Illustrations of ice extent in Pyramid Trough and the Bulwark. This figure shows the approximate location of ice in Pyramid Trough as the different drifts in the area were deposited.
A) Bulwark drift was deposited by an expanded Koettlitz Glacier that flowed through Pyramid Trough to McMurdo Sound. B) Ring drift was deposited by an expanded Koettlitz Glacier
that flowed through Pyramid Trough to buttress Ross Sea Ice. C) Koettlitz II and Koettlitz III drifts are combined in this figure. Both were deposited by a slightly expanded Koettlitz
Glacier. D) During the LGM, Koettlitz Glacier was smaller than at present and a grounded ice sheet in the Ross Embayment dammed ice in the mouth of Pyramid Trough. E) Koettlitz I and
Koettlitz IA drifts are combined in this figure. Both were deposited by a slightly expanded Koettlitz Glacier.
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feed the Ross Sea ice that filled the mouth of Pyramid Trough. Nor did Koettlitz Glacier expand
to fill Pyramid Trough and to cover the Bulwark, both of which would have occurred had the
glacier expanded northward through McMurdo Sound. Radiocarbon ages ranging from 10-23 ka
found in the glaciolacustrine facies of Ross Sea drift on the floor of Pyramid Trough, preclude
the presence of glacial ice in the valley at the LGM. Instead, Pyramid Trough must have been
occupied by a larger version of Trough Lake in order for the algae to have lived and for the
conveyor deposits to have formed. Moreover, deposits just outboard of Ross Sea drift on the
Bulwark are all extremely weathered and the surface exposure ages are very old, with none
dating to the LGM. Although I cannot exclude the possibility of cold-based ice covering this
landscape, available evidence (particularly when coupled for evidence of a lake in Pyramid
Trough, is consistent with the hypothesis that Koettlitz Glacier did not expand during the LGM.
Implications of the Behavior of Koettlitz Glacier
Radiocarbon and exposure-age data suggest that Koettlitz Glacier advanced in the late
Holocene, likely expanded several times during the last interglacial period, and may have grown
during previous interglacial periods, such as MIS 11, consistent with the idea that it is controlled
largely by accumulation changes linked to air temperature. During the last glacial-interglacial
cycle, Koettlitz Glacier fluctuated in opposition to grounded Ross Sea ice. The fact that RSD
moraines cut beneath the present-day glacier suggests that Koettlitz Glacier was smaller at that
time than it is now. Instead, grounded Ross Sea ice expanded into the mouth of Pyramid Trough
and dammed a higher level of Trough Lake. As Ross Sea ice retreated at the end of the last
glaciation, probably after 10 ka in this region, Koettlitz Glacier appears to have grown. A
radiocarbon date of 3 ka from one of the Koettlitz Glacier moraines indicates that this advance
has continued until the late Holocene and may be ongoing. The glacier is currently forming
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thrust moraines, which are indicative of an advancing ice (Fitzsimmons, 1996). Similar behavior
has been reconstructed for other local glaciers in the Royal Society Range and Dry Valleys
(Stuiver et al., 1981; Nichols, 1968; Denton et al., 1989). For example, north of Pyramid Trough,
Salmon Glacier has overridden a delta formed in a lake dammed by grounded Ross Sea ice and
that dates to ~16,200 ka (Jackson et al., 2018). This indicates that the glacier is more extensive
today than it was when the delta was deposited.
Overall, these data indicate an out-of-phase relationship between Koettlitz Glacier and
grounded Ross Sea ice during the last glacial-interglacial cycle, which likely stems from
different physical controls on glacier extent. Local alpine glaciers appear to be controlled by
accumulation, advancing during warm periods when accumulation rates are relatively high
(Simpson, 1934; WAIS Divide Project Members, 2013). In contrast, the marine-based grounded
Ross Sea ice advanced during the LGM when global sea level was low (Peltier and Fairbanks,
2006) and ocean temperatures were cold. Although recession was delayed until after Termination
I, most likely because of rising accumulation (Hall et al., 2015), the grounded ice receded in the
Holocene, probably due to a marine mechanism that did not affect the alpine glaciers.
There are conflicting interpretations on the origin and pattern of ice flow in McMurdo
Sound during the last glaciation (Denton and Marchant, 2000; Anderson et al., 2017; Wilson,
2000). One hypothesis is that grounded Ross Sea ice generally flowed north towards the edge of
the continental shelf, but at its western margin, it flowed westward into McMurdo Sound; local
alpine glaciers did not contribute to this ice mass (Denton and Marchant, 2000). A competing
hypothesis is that local glaciers, particularly Koettlitz Glacier, expanded and flowed north
through McMurdo Sound at the LGM (Anderson et al., 2017; Wilson, 2000) and formed a major
component of Ross Sea ice. My data do not support this latter hypothesis. Rather, the data
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suggest that Koettlitz Glacier was smaller at the LGM and thus cannot have caused ice expansion
in McMurdo Sound.
The implications of these different hypotheses are significant. The second hypothesis
implies an important role for thickening and expansion of local glaciers, as well as EAIS outlets,
in producing the grounding of ice in the western Ross Sea (Wilson, 1980; Anderson et al., 2017;
McKay et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2017). Such a pattern would suggest that when climate cools in
the Antarctic, glaciers expand, and when it warms, they recede, a common pattern in temperate
regions. However, in the first hypothesis, supported by my data, ice in the Ross Sea is largely the
result of grounding of floating ice to produce a marine-based ice sheet. Transantarctic Mountain
outlet glaciers were buttressed by this ice and thickened along their lower reaches (Bockheim et
al., 1989; Denton et al., 1989; Denton and Hall, 2000; Todd et al., 2010; Bromley et al., 2012) ,
but growth of these outlets was not responsible for the Ross Sea ice expansion and upper reaches
of the glaciers and the interior EAIS may have thinned (Hall et al., 2015; Todd et al., 2010). This
hypothesis implies that during global glaciations with cold temperatures and low sea level, the
Antarctic Ice Sheet shows a bimodal response. Grounding of ice in the Ross Sea at the LGM –
the largest areal expansion of Antarctic ice at that time – was driven largely by a marine
mechanism, either sea-level drop and/or colder marine temperatures (Hall et al.,2015). In
contrast, local glaciers, such as Koettlitz, as well as the interior of the EAIS, shrank because of
greatly reduced accumulation, likely due to lowered air temperatures and the greater distance to
moisture sources (Petit et al., 1999). My data are consistent with this hypothesis.
In the future, accumulation is likely to increase given warming temperatures in the
Antarctic. However, it is still uncertain as to how this will affect the Antarctic Ice Sheet. Will it
cause overall ice-sheet growth? Or will it stimulate loss along the peripheries of the ice sheet
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which will eventually lead to greater mass loss (i.e., Winkelmann et al., 2012) Findings from this
thesis imply an important role for accumulation that may delay or even offset ice loss from
recession of marine-based portions of the ice sheet.
CONCLUSIONS
Key Findings of this Thesis
•

Koettlitz Glacier has advanced within the last 3 ka; this expansion may be continuing at
present. In addition, interpretation of scattered surface exposure ages implies that the glacier
also may have advanced during the previous interglacial period and possibly during MIS 11.
The presence of advances during interglacial periods suggest that the glacier is responding
largely to increased accumulation during warm periods.

•

Ross Sea drift was deposited by a lobe of grounded Ross Sea ice that blocked the mouth of
Pyramid Trough during the LGM and dammed a higher-than-present level of Trough Lake. A
lake-ice conveyor transported glacial debris southward into Pyramid Trough. Radiocarbon
dates from glaciolacustrine deposits indicate that the higher lake existed, and thus the ice
dam was in place, from at least 10.5-23 ka. A kame terrace marks the position of the Ross
Sea ice margin in the mouth of Pyramid Trough and dates to 20 ka.

•

RSD cuts beneath present-day Koettlitz Glacier, indicating that the glacier must have been
smaller than present during the LGM, consistent with the idea that it is controlled by
accumulation changes.

•

My data do not support a hypothesis that proposes Koettlitz Glacier filled McMurdo Sound
during the LGM. Rather, the glacier was smaller than at present and grounded Ross Sea ice
filled the sound.
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•

Data from this thesis are consistent with the hypothesis that the AIS shows a bimodal
response to global glaciations, where local glaciers and terrestrial portions of the ice sheet
respond largely to accumulation, which rises in interglacial periods, and marine portions to
sea level, which drops during global glaciations.
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